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Exercising digital citizenship to strengthen democracy

This is how we evaluate
the collaborative processes
in which we are involved.

RELEVANCE
• Latinobarómetro, an annual public opinion survey,
indicates that 78% of Latin American citizens are
dissatisfied with democracy.
• However, economic problems are the main issue
concerning Latin Americans, with political crises and
corruption in third place.
• The survey shows that since 2010, the number of
citizens that say they are indifferent to their system of
government has been growing, and 58% of Latin
Americans do not vote.

SCALABILITY
• Political innovation and technology for social
change can use collaborative processes to make
valuable contributions to the strengthening of
institutions and to give new meaning to democracy
in a 21st century marked by digitalization.
• There are approximately 3.864 billion internet
users worldwide.
• New networks and ecosystems are being built to
launch digital initiatives that involve civil society
leaders, politicians, and government institutions,
with the aim of advocating for sustainable public
policies.

TIPPING POINT
We are seeing the erosion of democracy in political
culture and government administrations with
increasingly anti-democratic tendencies and
restrictions of rights.
Digital platforms are becoming spaces for social
interaction, political action, citizen participation,
community work, collaboration, and mobilization
around civil rights and liberties.
The digital revolution and the internet have
significantly changed the way citizens communicate,
mobilize, and relate to governments, and vice versa.

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
• Political parties, government institutions, and politicians have relatively low levels of support and legitimacy among the public.
• Citizens, especially young people, tend to not show
up to the polls during elections; few join political
parties; and some even view democracy as an ineffective political system. In general, there is a strong sense
of discontent toward politics among citizens.
• Collaborative processes, the central pillar of Avina's
action framework, are themselves an innovative
political and democratic practice that promotes citizen
participation and input on public policies, both online
and offline.
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This is how we add
value to collaborative
processes.
SOCIAL CAPITAL
This collaborative process brings together the social
sector (community-based, social, and civic groups, along
with emerging politicians, academic institutions, international and regional agencies, and experts in transparency,
open data, technology and digital rights); the private
sector (business leaders, entrepreneurs, technology
companies, investment funds, multinational and national
companies); the public sector (national and local government leaders and institutions, political elites, and political
parties); digital and traditional media outlets and media
associations.

UNIFYING
VISION
In the short term, promote and strengthen civic
organizing that is collective, visible, and legitimate.
Foster new, digitally savvy models for leadership and
mobilization.
In the medium term, create conditions that ensure
the safe, free, and full exercise of citizenship (in
online and offline spaces), guaranteeing the rights of
all people. Public and private institutions become
more transparent and civil society increases its
capacity to advocate for public policies to build more
inclusive, open, and fair societies.
In the long term, create quality public goods with the
potential to improve citizens' quality of life.

SHARED ACTION
AGENDAS
• Strengthen capacities and civic mechanisms for
political action and citizen mobilization.
• Promote inclusive civic technology platforms in
different contexts.
• Form and consolidate networks as safe spaces,
characterized by horizontal structures and a
cross-cutting perspective on issues, to share, learn,
and collaborate.
• Use technology, data, and journalism to guarantee
transparency in the public and private sectors.
• Consolidate a journalist network as a crucial element
to understanding today's democratic societies.

INNOVATION
• Accelerate citizen mobilization and political action
through a combination of offline and online strategies.
• Increase relationship building among diverse
stakeholders to accelerate social change.
• Develop new skills to carry out advocacy from digital
platforms.

INCIDENCE
Different networks were created to impact key
issues in order to strengthen democracies and help
build more open, fair, and egalitarian societies.
64 campaign teams in different countries across
the region received training on specific topics
related to political action.
In addition, two networks of women reflected on and
debated the increasing participation of women in
politics in the region, and 2 networks of diverse
leaders promoted innovative democratic practices.
A regional network was formed with 9 governments
and more than 350 civil society organizations.
Over 5 media outlets from the region came together
to discuss how to build open democracies in a digital
world.
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Collaborative
processes
that generate
results.
Regional networks have brought together leaders with
experience in political mobilization, digital rights,
technology, and data to exchange practical knowledge
and experience, leading to innovative democratic
practices with an exponentially wider reach than if
individual organizations worked alone. Some
examples include:
Red InVisibles in Colombia brought together 60
social and political leaders from different areas of
the country to map political practices. The
members of InVisibles have a collective vision and
a common understanding that helps them
strengthen their capacity to organize, build
relationships, form working groups, communicate,
and carry out advocacy.
A collective network in Brazil facilitated advocacy
efforts carried out by civil society organizations
committed to the Sustainable Brazil agenda, in
particular, the use of data in their interactions with the
legislative branch. During the election season, the
digital platform VozAtiva was launched. Candidates
responded to questions about the environment,
human rights, new economies, integrity, and
transparency. 824 out of 8,563 candidates in races
across the country provided answers, which 170,000
voters viewed.
Red Nacional de Sintonías in Mexico brought
together progressive activists and social organizations
with the goal of promoting democratic processes and
expanding rights in every part of the country. They
define their network's gatherings as "spaces to
exchange analysis and share experiences among those
who, with differing approaches and strategies, have
decided not to accept 'politics as usual.“
Abrelatam and ConDatos is a space for regional
dialogue among representatives from the
government, civil society organizations, journalists,
and citizens. This has helped strengthen
organizations and the connection between them as

well as produced concrete projects.
Social and political organizations that want to
transform how citizens participate, how politics is
done, and how decisions are made have strengthened
their capacities using technology and data.
Political and democratic training: Teams from 50
campaigns in 8 states participated in training as part
of a pilot project, Toolkit Electoral (using both analog
and digital tools), in Brazil. Some of the training topics
included volunteer coordination, financing, strategic
campaign communication, social media, sponsored
posts, and street events. Modules were developed to
encourage digital communication and dialogue
between candidates and voters.
Collaboration between organizations: The
#MeRepresenta initiative brings voters closer to the
political process using digital tools, providing
information about how their vote could impact human
rights, encouraging minorities to run for office, and
following up on elected officials' campaign promises.
Fostering innovative citizenship practices: 32
participants from different political parties and
independent campaigns participated in an electoral
strategies certificate program in Mexico. Work was
conducted with governments, international aid
organizations, and over 10 regional organizations. 610
organizations and 594 projects that use technology
and data in innovative ways to increase citizen
participation and political action were identified. In
Colombia, Datasketch developed and delivered
training to 10 organizations on how to use data
visualization tools in a virtuous cycle called "Más
Datos, Más Visualización" ("More Data, More
Visualization"), so that citizens and organizations can
put pressure on politicians by showing them the
reality and proposing strategies for real change.
Promoting political innovation and civic
technology: A map of political and democratic
innovations in Colombia was created using data from
65 political parties, social organizations, and political
movements, and interviews with 85 leaders, some of
whom are interested in running for office or working
on campaigns. In addition, 54 social and political
leaders collectively built prototypes for civic
infrastructure, as an open-use toolbox or skill bank.
The civic platform Burócratas was also created to
strengthen citizen involvement in decision-making
and oversight processes.
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Timeline.
The first mapping
of civic
technology is
conducted in the
region, together
with ECLAC and
IDRC.

The second
edition of
AbreLatam and
ConDatos is held
in Mexico. More
than 300
participants from
26 countries
attended, and
topics such as
Open Democracy
were discussed.

2013

AbreLatam and
ConDatos are
created as the first
government and
civil society
networks to
promote open
and egalitarian
societies.

The third edition of
AbreLatam is held.
250 actors
(representing 29
countries) from
government, civil
society, and
academia
participated. Issues
addressed included
the impact of data
and journalism.
Work with 28
processes of citizen
and police
innovation through
the use of
technology and
data.

2014

Links and
collaboration
spaces are
created with the
Alliance for Open
Government.

CLIP (Latin
American
Connections of
Political Innovation)
is launched to help
democratize power
effectively, forming
a new generation
of social and
political leaders.
The fourth edition
of AbreLatam is
held in Colombia,
with the
attendance of 220
people from 14
countries.

2015

Support to more
than 20
collaborations
(between initiatives
that have been
promoted by the
networks) on topics
such as data and
elections, data and
health, and citizen
participation in
Mexico, Costa Rica,
Uruguay,
Argentina,
Paraguay,
Colombia, and
Brazil.
Establishment of 179
partnerships between
governments and
civil society to
develop technologies
that support
innovative practices
for citizen
participation.

TOMAR LA CALLE
(TAKE THE STREET).
First face-to-face
meeting about the
power of bringing
together innovative
experiences related
to civic technology
from different parts
of the Southern
Cone.
The fifth edition of
AbreLatam is held
in Costa Rica, with
the participation of
more than 200
people from 10
countries.

2016

The Latin American
Network of Political
Innovation is
launched.
Composed of more
than 70 Latin
American activists
and politicians from
12 countries, the
Network was
created to give the
civic innovation
ecosystem a space
for political
innovation, and a
venue for sharing
values, best
practices, and
strategies.

ALTEC works on
the electoral
process with
data, journalism,
and technology
in Colombia,
Brazil, Mexico,
and El Salvador.
In partnership
with ALTEC and
ILDA, a network
of organizations
working on public
procurement is
formed, with the
support of the
OAS and more
than 7
governments in
the region.

2017

ALTEC’s alliance
with 6 media
partners in the
region seeks to
improve
democracies
through the use of
technology and
data. These
partners are: Ojo
Público Perú; El
Faro: El Salvador; La
Diaria Uruguay; La
Nación Data:
Argentina;
Chequeado:
Argentina; Género
y Número: Brazil.
Open data to
improve citizen
security. Creation of
a benchmark to
register femicides in
Latin America.

The CLIP team
accompanies the
meetings of La
Occupación in Jalisco
(Mexico), Ocupa
Política in Belo
Horizonte (Brazil),
and Ciudades sin
Miedo in Barcelona
(Spain).
The Red de Advocacy
Colectivo (Collective
Advocacy Network) is
launched to broaden,
coordinate, and
prioritize the impact
that civil society
organizations
committed to the
themes of the
Sustainable Brazil
Agenda have on the
State, particularly in
terms of their
interactions with
executive and
legislative powers at
the federal level.
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Relevant data.
The exchanges among members of the Red Latinoamericana de Innovación Política (Latin
American Network for Political Innovation) have resulted in 29 concrete projects in 9
countries led by 14 partner organizations.
Over 500 leaders from Latin America have participated in meetings, training workshops,
and exchanges.
The #MeRepresenta platform is fully operational, with different modules: voters (400,000
visits), candidates (200 more registered candidates), volunteers (15,000 new registered
volunteers), 15 awareness-raising workshops for different audiences, and one campaign
(#ElaNao).
Collaborative processes that use technology to strengthen digital democracy in Latin
America have mobilized more than 17 million people.
The Electoral Toolkit initiative, involving 46 organizations (NGOs, political movements,
private companies, media outlets and associations) encourages voter engagement with
candidates. Over 2.3 million people interacted with the initiative on social media.
The work of El Faro, a digital newspaper in El Salvador, helped create an alliance that
produced 8 datasets and published 116 articles based on data to inform voters.
Seven open data visualization initiatives were launched: Cuestión Pública, Corruptor
Colombia, Mundial de la Igualdad, Líderes Sociales Asesinados en Colombia, Observatorio
Nacional de Memoria Histórica, Alianza de Gobierno Abierto Colombia, and Elecciones y
Contratos.

Co-investment
Partners.

Allies.
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Testimonial
Maricarmen Sequera,
Executive Director of TEDIC.

"At TEDIC we understand that in order to have a greater influence on the political and democratic
agenda at the local and regional level, we need to cyber-organize ourselves. In other words, form
habits that transform our discriminatory, exclusionary, oppressive cultures into ones governed by
public policies that are inclusive, diverse, and equitable and based on rights. The best way to
cyber-organize ourselves is by protecting ourselves through safe, open technology tools so that we
can fully exercise our freedoms as individuals and as diverse collectives."
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